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I am interested in joining the CPHC committee in any capacity although I would specifically like a role 
in the Learning Development Group and would happily take a leading role.  

  



I have been Head of School of Computer Science at the University of Sunderland for the last academic 
year, having been part of my School/Faculty Management Team since 2006 as Principal Lecturer for 
Learning and Teaching: a role which became institution-wide in later years. I was an academic Team 
Leader (7 years); led a team of staff on our innovative 100 credit first year module (10 years); and for 
12 years I have led the team of final year project supervisors. I currently deliver end point assessment 
for Degree Apprentice undergraduates, and, working with employers, a new personalised skills 
development module for second year students. During all this time I have supported my colleagues in 
adapting to new approaches to learning and teaching including problem based learning approaches, 
flipped classroom, professional practice week assessment, use of eportfolio for reflection and 
showcasing, and cross-topic (problem based) Learning, Teaching and Assessment. 

Within my institution I have delivered staff development in the form of seminars, workshops (including 
LEGO SERIOUS PLAY), and co-writing a pedagogy magazine called PRAXIS. I was part of the cascade 
team in the institution to establish the use of the ESWAF models (from the FDTL project) in assessment 
feedback and to embed the concept of the Research Active Curriculum. I undertook a Teaching 
Fellowship examining the international student experience and subsequently established a number of 
support fora including the International Student Forum, International Students into Schools, and the 
Sunderland Language and News Group.  

I am keenly interested in developing student potential and confidence and this underpins my approach 
to pedagogy. I established Placement Champions in my school to push forward the value of engaging 
in placement year to students right from university applicant stage to placement applicant stage in 
level 5.  

Externally, I was part of the final year projects Disciplinary Commons in 2011 and the 2017 series of 
workshops on Building a Graduate Employability Community in Computing (GECCO). I was a 
contributor to the national TSEP Commuter Student project in 2015-16. I worked nationally with the 
AGCAS Internationalisation Task Group, editing the Going Global and Going Global Guides publications 
on internationalisation of employability, and giving two keynotes on this topic. I was previously a co-
convener of the national RAISE SIG in Creativity in the Curriculum. I have experience as external 
advisor/examiner at institutions including Wolverhampton, Leeds Met., GCU, and Sheffield Hallam 
University 

I hold a PhD in Natural Language Processing, an honours degree in Classics, and two Master’s degrees: 
the first in Computer Based Information Systems, and the second in Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages (TESOL). I also hold a Cert ED HE. I am a Fellow of the HE Academy, and hold/have 
held membership of the British Aphasiology Society, the Centre for Recording Achievement, and 
AGCAS (Association of Graduate Careers Advisory Services).  

I wish to stand for the CPHC committee and particularly in respect to leading or playing a role in the 
Learning Development Group, because I am passionate about improving the student experience and 
graduate prospects, sharing good practice, and learning from colleagues right across the spectrum of 
Computer Science HE provision. 

 


